


Love the IBSC action research programme I’m involved in for a number of 
reasons but most of all

Donald Miller - The burden of leadership and the reality of real learning:


If you’re surrounded by people who agree with you about most things, you aren’t 
learning and you aren't leading

This is not a presentation touting our approach as the best but is rather meant to 
facilitate discussion. I believe that in a room like this:


- innate creativity

- intellectual capital


The philosophy behind our work in progress: Developing an Innovation Mindset


- Moonshot thinking - “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed 
citizens can change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.” - 
Margaret Mead


- celebrating uncomfortable




Edtech is a problem.


I’m frustrated by the fact that technology is being touted as the changing face of 
education. The future, so to speak. I'd beg to differ. Innovation is the future of 
education. Technology provides many avenues for innovation but it isn't the future 
per se. More innovation can happen in the classroom under the tree in rural 

Tom Morkes - The Art of Instigating - want to read a bit of it to you.


“Ready? 

Before we start, I’d be remiss not to let you in on a secret: 

YOU WILL FAIL. 

Good, now that that’s out of the way, we can get started. 


Can’t have the expectation without the empowerment.


Empowered staff can be expected to do something.


The easiest way of flipping the discouragement switch is to expect teachers to do 
things that they think will make them look stupid or which will unnecessarily add 

Staff PD has to connect to, feed into, and value what your school is and what it’s 
calling is. It also needs to play a prophetic role in the life of your school.



 One eared Mickey - Kenda Creasy Dean


Disconnect between the school’s vision and the PD programme. These need to 
be integrally connected

Staff driven:

- sharing


- idea slams

- electives

- speed “dating” sharing practice ideas

- keynotes


- Creating time that doesn’t seem to be stealing time

- Valuing time, presence and opinions.

- One day a week - boys start later

- Voluntary sessions with many possible options

- Releasing people to do what they need to do

- mentoring, co teaching and modelling.


- challenging opportunities:

- IBSC action research

- conferences etc

- online courses (with focus groups)

- application processes for opportunities

- investment translates into sharing the intellectual capital gained.




“The best teachers made us believe that the sky's the limit. They challenged 
us to not use our situation as an excuse for not being our best… There are no 
limitations besides those we place on ourselves. There are infinite possibilities; 
finite resources but infinite possibilities.” - Desmond Tutu


